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Intro: HI @ LHC

● Typically 1 month per year, 
mostly pPb and PbPb

● (2017: also a pilot XeXe run; 
Run 3: OO, pO, ArAr being 
discussed in HI community)

● Luminosities are really small 
(for reasons that I will discuss 
later): 1.8 nb-1 in 2018

● √s is smaller (~Z/A)
● But hard scattering is 

enhanced by O(A2) wrt pp, 
modulo nuclear corrections
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Outline and references

i. Few examples of existing or potential hidden 
sector searches in HI runs @ LHC
● From our workshop "Heavy Ions and Hidden Sectors", 

4-5 Dec. 2018 (link), putting together BSM, Heavy Ion 
and LHC accelerator experts

● And from its write-up: arXiv:1812.07688 [hep-ph]
● Also submitted as input to the update of the European 

Particle Physics Strategy (link)

ii.Our study, fleshed out for a specific model 
(HNL), and what we learned from that
● From arXiv:1810.09400 [hep-ph] (original proposal)
● Expanded into: arXiv:1905.09828 [hep-ph]

https://agenda.irmp.ucl.ac.be/event/3186/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.07688
https://indico.cern.ch/event/765096/contributions/3295988/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.09400
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.09828
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Heavy Ion
Promontory?
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When is it interesting to use Heavy 
Ions for new physics?

Slide from
Simon Knapen
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Example #1: ALP

Proposed in:
● Knapen, Lin, Lou, Melia, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) 171801

Actually made in:
● CMS coll., arXiv:1810.04602 [hep-ex]

No long-lived ALP searches in HI, yet, but same arguments hold

Key point: signal scales as Z4; given 
Z=82, PbPb runs are competitive with pp

Ultraperipheral collisions: photons are emitted coherently, projectiles 
stay unbroken (very clean signature, almost empty detector)
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General consideration
for gg-initiated BSM

Plot by David d'Enterria for our community report

HI data are useful here
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Limits on ALP from PbPb 2015 data
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Take-home messages:
● PbPb data @ 5.02 TeV (2015) are competitive with pp 

Run-1 data at 7 and 8 TeV up to large m
a
 values

● These data cover a blind spot at low m
a
 values

pp data: 
CMS: 7 TeV
ATLAS: 8 TeV
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Slides from 
Oliver Gould

Example #2: Magnetic Monopoles

Plot by Oliver Gould for our 
community report

Even more than in previous 
example, composite MM are a 
case where very large photon 

fluxes are a key advantage over pp
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Example #3: Sexaquarks

Slides from 
Glennys Farrar

Nothing to do with gg this time; 
enhancement from the dense 

hadronic environment
(the same mechanism that would 
make S a viable DM candidate)

LHCb and ALICE are able to 
distinguish p, K, p down to very 

low momentum
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Example #4: our study
● References:

● M. Drewes, AG, J. Hajer, M. Lucente, O. Mattelaer, "A Heavy Metal Path 
to New Physics", arXiv:1810.09400

● M. Drewes, AG, J. Hajer, M. Lucente, "Long Lived Particle Searches in 
Heavy Ion Collisions at the LHC", arXiv:1905.09828 [hep-ph]

● Can we exploit plain A2 enhancement? (no Z4, no QGP)
● Caveat: toy study with many approximations
● We started from some key facts:

● No pileup in HI runs; this will stay true also in future runs
– While in pp @ HL-LHC there will be <PU> ~ 200
– Track multiplicity will be comparable in pp and HI runs
– Whatever upgrade or algorithm will recover performances for 

HL-LHC wrt Run-2, will also work for HI wrt pp
● Much milder trigger thresholds in HI than in pp
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Long Lived Particles and PU

This kind of nuisance does not exist in HI runs, where there is 
no PU and therefore we always know with extreme precision 

where all particles are coming from.
(Note: in our simple study we do not exploit this advantage)
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Representative model

● Heavy neutrino (N), long-lived and lighter than W or B
● Two muons are produced, one displaced → very clean signal
● In particular for the B meson case:

● Muon spectrum is very soft → very low muon thresholds are a key 
advantage of HI over pp runs

● Abundant x-section, even at 5 TeV (depends mildly on √s)
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Triggers

● Key point: m triggers are a negligible fraction of the bandwidth 
during HI runs; expected to be true also in Run-4 and beyond

● Moreover: the m triggers used in CMS in the PbPb run of 2018 did 
not apply any cut to select specifically prompt muons

● In case of unexpected bandwidth limitations, HLT software allows 
introduction of displaced muon trigger as backup

● Both our study cases (W and B decays) have two muons, but 
optimal trigger strategies may depend on context

● With single-m trigger you pay cost of inefficiency only once and not 
twice; but di-m trigger allows very loose threshold

● In CMS in 2018, di-m trigger was "thresholdless", i.e., spectrum 
only bound by geometric acceptance for enough hits

● We assume p
T
>25 GeV for pp and p

T
>3 GeV for any HI
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A digression

Note the track multiplicity: factor 2 x HL-LHC, all from a single vertex
Already experiencing both the challenges and the opportunities of the HI 

environment in this „high-pt“ context!

A good top-pair 
candidate in the 
PbPb 2018 data: 
electron, muon, 

two b jets

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2648517
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Early blunder

● When we had the idea, obviously we started from PbPb

● Just because PbPb is what LHC usually collides in HI runs

● We wondered if A2 enhancement compensated for low lumi

● But no, we "only" recover 4 orders of magnitude and we 
need one more to be competitive with pp @ HL-LHC

● This made us curious: what is the limiting factor on the 
instantaneous PbPb luminosity?

● And when we chatted with the experts, we were informed 
that the HI community is demanding other beams too
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Secondary beams

From Michaela Schaumann (LHC accelerator division)

Bound-Free Pair Production (BFPP):

Electromagnetic dissociation (EMD):
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Which ion is optimal?

From Jo Jowett at the HL/HE-LHC workshop, June 2018 (updated), link

https://indico.cern.ch/event/686494/contributions/3034628/attachments/1669700/2740634/HL-HE-LHC_physics_Jowett_18Jun2018_-_improved.pdf
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Which ion is optimal?
From our community report
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Perspectives for the W case

● Signal generation from MadGraph, with ad hoc extension for HI; detector 
simulation à la DELPHES (using efficiencies from HL-LHC cards)

● Results for 1-month running time in Run 4
● Bottom line: for heavy mothers, insufficient enhancement to overcome stat

ArAr range reflects 
uncertainty on the 
achievable intensity
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Simulation vs analytic formula

Analytic approximation used in the B meson case is 
accurate within factor of 2 apart from fringe regions

● In the B-decay case we could not simulate the signal the same way, so we 
resort to analytical formula fitted to W simulation

● Quite a spherical cow, but any mismodeling affects pp and HI the same way
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http://psychsciencenotes.blogspot.com/2010/09/assume-cow-is-sphere.html
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Perspectives for the B case

● Several approximations have been made, but would mostly affect pp and 
HI curves in the same direction

● By far the main uncertainty of this study is the achievable Ar luminosity
● Bottom line: for light mothers, intermediate ion mass is interesting!
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Trade-off between A2 factor and 
maximum luminosity

Independently, but for the same reason, ArAr 
runs are being advocated in the HI community: 
trade-off between size of the QGP and 
integrated luminosity potentially achievable
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Summary
● HI data may help to cover a few blind spots in the low-mass / 

low-coupling regime, in the same vein of other ideas to 
maximize the utility of LHC data (e.g., parking, scouting, the 
exotic program of LHCb, dedicated low-cost detectors, etc.) 

● HI data severely limited in statistics:
● Technical limitations on instantaneous luminosity
● Planning limitation: not more than 1 month per year (unless we 

find excess of a signal that can better be studied in HI!)
● Searches where HI data have an edge:

● BSM coupled to photons: gg→X rate enhanced by Z4

● Non-linear QED or QCD enhancements
● We also learned in which cases it may be worth considering 

LLP scenarios with just A2 enhancement
● And we learned the need for intermediate-mass ions
● Probably generalizable to a variety of soft and clean signatures
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Thanks for your attention!
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Topics covered in our
"community report"

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.07688 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.07688
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The problem with UPCs

Simon Knapen
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Which ion is optimal?

Source: Jo Jowett, HL/HE-LHC workshop, June 2018 (updated), link

https://indico.cern.ch/event/686494/contributions/3034628/attachments/1669700/2740634/HL-HE-LHC_physics_Jowett_18Jun2018_-_improved.pdf
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Limiting effects

Roderik Bruce
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Alleviating actions

Roderik Bruce

ATLAS/CMS: Partial solution in ALICE:
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Future alleviation: collimators

Roderik Bruce
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3 scenarios
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Discussion at the workshop:
● Considering generic b quarks: gain statistics
● Or stick to specific hadron(s) but apply mass 

cuts to reduce backgrounds (if any)
● Consider same-sign muons: much much 

cleaner, but theorically controversial?
● In pp, also LHCb and CMS-parking can go to 

low trigger thresholds
● Ideal benchmark is a low-mass search that is 

limited by PV multiplicity, but in that case also 
LHCb is expected to do well

LLPs from b hadrons

Jets from b's in HI
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